Welcome!
Technology is becoming too difficult to even
start using again, so we like to remain safely
disconnected. Software is the platform of
business and the results we use for better
communication. The speed of exchange rates
is our relationship's gratuity. This simply
means that we are in business to best service
your every single instant transfer and
internet connection. Ketahazure is a
sophisticated and professional credit and
finance solution for modern technologies.
KTHZR FinTech Holdings Groups is a cyber
marketplace that uses a profile of category
browsing with headlines and news indexes.
Our business is connected worldwide with
consumers of Videogames, Movies, Fashion,
Software, Travel, Music, and Internet! We
offer financial services that includes Network
Systems, Information & Technology, Cloud,
and Software. Right now Vermillion: Mobility
guarantees you will have the advantage for
your internet connection while you go
anyplace and everywhere! KTHZR FinTech
Holdings Groups currently is supporting
three languages and 24/7 always online IP
Address.
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Namaste!
I'm Oliver Nowell Bowe! My
ancestors immigrated here
over 100 years ago. The
reason why I fled from
Bahamas to America, is to
start a new journey as a
survivor of violence. In the
Bahamas I was the King,
Prime Minister, and President.
Since then I have found a
new purpose for my life!
On my 31st birthday, while
living in Dallas, TX, USA, I
have started a cyber
entrepreneurship called
Bowe that includes SEO,
Videogames, and Fashion.
Concerts are held every
Friday at 6:30 PM. The
videogame arcade is open
on Saturdays, 10:30 – 2:30 PM.
Church starts on Sunday
evenings at 6:00 PM.

Always One Company!
Always 24/7
Network!
Always One Family!

Marina “Scout”, 30

Jolin “Producer”, 30

Ayumi “Firewall”, 30

“I love the Inkredible search engine
optimization!”
“My favorite browsing category is the
internet!”
“I will always play games online with
Ketahazure!”
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Bowe Futures Cyber Technology Company Enterprise includes
multiple subsidiaries that are private business and closed.
Family Enterprise Business reserves the right to refuse services as a
business in private. Right to weaponize any item in the enterprise and
execute any weapon in our advantage. This is in order to service as
defense while executing a service of protection. We monetize goods,
services, and products in order to still offer services of protection that
prevent the engagement of weapon chivalry.
Avoid conviction, sentencing, warrant,and arrest in order to sell
business as goods, services, and products.
In order to start your own business thus will align in order to
include, if you choose to accept; office, business, and/or charity fund.

